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One week ago. One month ago. Gasoline 1. With Pictures 8. Mazda 9. The Gulf War? A vast
array of automotive marvels replete with technological wonders and stunning designs emerged
from Japan during that time. Among these was one car that many quipped to be destined for
classic status from the beginning: the third-generation Mazda RX This is how that car came to
be. The third-generation RX-7, along with the Eunos Cosmo, were the ultimate development of
two long-running lineages at Mazda. Curiously, the original RX-7 came to be partly as a result of
the oil crisis of After the Cosmo Sport debuted in , Mazda quickly extended the rotary offering
into the rest of its lineup. Those who lived through the ordeal recall mint Familia Rotarys being
common at salvage yards in Japan back then. The first was self-preservation through efficient
economy cars such as the Mizer and GLC. The second act was a feat of outright heroism and
ingenuity. As such, Mazda was unwilling to turn its back on its engineering centerpiece. The
rotary engine, however, was perfect for a sports car. Mazda had in fact been contemplating a
rotary sports car for some time, and the proposal that carried forward was a lightweight
compact sports car. It would become the winningest model in IMSA racing history and launch a
sports car legend. The first-generation RX-7 was a sports car sensation, but it was also a rather
basic car. Indeed, this simplicity was part of its magic, but the competition, especially from
other Japanese companies, was heating up by the mids. Thus the second-generation car, the
FC3S, was to be much more sophisticated. The suspension was now independent all around
and featured two advanced developments. The first was the Dynamic Tracking Suspension
System that used a combination of suspension geometry and special bushings to produce
passive rear wheel steering. The second was the optional Auto-Adjusting Suspension with
electronically adjustable dampers with three levels of firmness. The engine now featured fuel
injection â€” previewed on the first generation GSL-SE â€” with a six-port induction naturally
aspirated version and an intercooled version with twin-scroll turbocharger. Even the pop-up
headlights were trick, with a parallelogram mechanism that moves them vertically and allows
them to function through the small windows in the bumper when lowered. Its performance and
development enabled it to easily keep up with contemporary sports cars. The goal was to

sharply focus the sports driving side of the model through evolutionary development and to
help develop the next generation car. By this time, the upcoming MX-5 Miata was already
expected to occupy the lightweight and affordable sports car niche, thus clearing the way for
the RX-7 to climb up the performance ladder as a specialty sports car. Koby-san led a focused
team with a clear vision for the new RX a high-performance lightweight pure sports car with
little compromise. This included a weight reduction program dubbed Operation Z. The Cosmo
was to have two- and three-rotor options, the 13B- and 20B-REW, but Koby-san rejected the
three-rotor for the FD as it would have necessitated, optimally, a larger car. To suit sports car
rather than grand tourer driving i. Ventilated disc brakes were used all around as well, and the
Power Plant Frame that debuted on the NA Miata â€” essentially a rigid backbone that connects
the drivetrain to differential â€” greatly improved structural integrity. Proposals were submitted
from all teams with different design interpretations of a flagship sports car under the directions
of chief designer Yoichi Sato. The two finalists chosen were from Hiroshima and Irvine.
Curiously, the general theme of these two designs were somewhat opposite. Further design
work was a collaboration between Hiroshima and Irvine, resulting in one of the most timeless
and beautiful sports car designs of all time. The Savanna name was no longer attached. Three
trims were offered at debut: Type S was the base model, Type R the sports model, and Type X
the fully-loaded luxury model. The press gave immediate acclaim, as it was one of the few
next-generation sports cars that brought down size and weight and dialed up on the pure sports
car formula. Its dynamic, power, balance, and design were all points of excellence, though the
R1 was deemed a bit too track-focused by some American journalists. The FD lasted in the US a
mere three years, with the final supply of model year cars not selling off until It featured
suspension upgrades including Showa shocks as well as special Pirelli tires, a different
gearbox and drive ratios, and a pair of Recaro bucket seats. Many of these were effectively
minor trim and optional packages, while the first major change came in The 13B-REW saw a
10hp increase in output, while round elements appeared in the taillights. The Type RZ made a
return as a limited edition sports model, and the RX-7 soldiered on with a few more special
editions and finished production in with the Spirit R series. Its singularly focused purpose
throughout development is lore in its own right, and it represents the pure ideals of the sports
car as well as the logical progression of its own lineage. Though many are eager to opine on its
mechanical intricacies, even more hold the FD to the highest regard and desire in their hearts. It
has become a genuine legend. Here in the US, this is made apparent by the value of these
RX-7s, though that may also reflect diminishing numbers of an already rare car. More than ever,
this is a car worth not just owning, but preserving, for it represents a rare instance when
passionate carmakers pushed for and got their dream car out into the real world. At 25 years
old, it is now an official Japanese nostalgic car, but the FD is a timeless piece of design and
engineering. Mine was gran turismo never watched the show till I was alot older and was more
about the ae86 inthough. No 25 year age restrictions in the UK. Other than a Racing Beat
stainless exhaust, it is as it left the factory. A fantastic looking car and it puts a smile on my
face every time I get behind the wheel. I love my rx7. Sadly they are getting harder and harder to
come by. Although they ironed out most of the kinks by the end of the production run, Mazda
never could get the bumpers to colour match very well! These cars are so enjoyable to drive
even without the need for heavy tuning. At 25, even the FDs are now officially a Antiques. I do
enjoy having the 5 Spdâ€¦. Go Rotary! This, so much â€” by the Wankel had literally sunk NSU
which held the patents and had been first bought out by and then disappeared into VW â€”
technically the Ro80 held on until but everyone knew it was only a matter of time before it was
dropped without replacement to expand Golf production capacity. Only Mazda had made it
work, had realized any of the theoretical potential of it. The whole car is so willing, the engine
devoid of any harshness that it just eggs you on to drive it harder, waiting for the buzzer to shift
up, downshifting in a flare of revs, trail-braking into the apex. The way it needs you, the driver to
be fully engaged in the drive separates it from cars that are merely objectively fast, and makes it
a true sports car. Every time I see mine outside my front door, I consider myself so lucky that a
band of dedicated car-nuts got away with making such an uncompromised pure sports car, and
that I am lucky enough to have one. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of
follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Japanese Nostalgic Car. The
Lineage The third-generation RX-7, along with the Eunos Cosmo, were the ultimate development
of two long-running lineages at Mazda. The Progression The first-generation RX-7 was a sports
car sensation, but it was also a rather basic car. No mention of Initial D? Depends on the age
group and interests. Many were shaped by Gran Turismo. Luke said:. Ant said:. CJP said:.
Jacob Brown said:. Timmyboyracer said:. Mombonumber5rx7 said:. Ryan said:. Matt said:. Yoda
said:. Tom Westmacott said:. Thanks for a great write-up on a great car. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Search for:. All rights reserved. Powered by

WordPress. Does that mean rotary? Imagaine a production Mazda sports car going on sale in as
a model tie-in to the 45th anniversary of the rotary. Perhaps the return of the Cosmo from the
company that popularized rotaries? It could happen. The 16X Renesis rotary is cubic
centimeters cc times two rotors with a new trochoid chamber shape for a much needed torque
boost and better thermal efficiency. Engineers reduced the rotor housing width and housing
thickness and incre
ford ranger trailer wiring harness diagram
better homes and gardens cover
2006 ford e series van
ased the trochoid outline and generally maintained the compact, lightweight size of the current
cc 13B. The 16X also is the first rotary to use direct fuel injection, adapted from the hydrogen
13B. The detailed information regarding the quotes and polices of different car insurance
companies is very helpful for having a car insurance comparison with various car insurance
brokerage. The travelers insurance is very gainful for the travelers who may get reimbursement
in the case of any mishap while traveling along with other traveling facilities. There is a long
catalogue of the companies which are offering the most feasible rates and quotes of life
insurance. There is a great scope of health insurance jobs for the individuals who have
graduation degree in insurance. The instant home insurance quotes are presented for the home
owners who want to get insurance without going through any process of complex
documentation. Mazda Club â€” for owners of all years and all types of Mazda vehicles.

